Website, PurpleMash and Facebook
St Bartholomews First School
St Bartholomew’s are using a mix of online resources to support their
learners to have ‘Roots to Grow and Wings to Fly’. The
school website and class emails accounts (monitored by teachers)
provide information on learning activities and support resources for
families. Planning is added to the website and emailed to families
every Friday. It focusses on key skills children will need by the end
of that year group with links to videos and subscription resources such
as ‘real PE’, Times Table Rockstars and PurpleMash.
Alongside these, the school Facebook page is an excellent source of communication, celebration
and mutual support. The school approves all posts so can monitor what is posted
• Weekly celebrations in lieu of celebration worship e.g. videos of ‘Happy Birthday’ sung to the
children that week and Star of the week certificates posted
• Daily communication and regular Safeguarding posts
• Photos from families showing how children are engaging with, and enjoying tasks
• Ideas from parents to inspire each other
PurpleMash provides online software for interactive teaching and learning across the curriculum.
St Bartholomew’s have used it for some time within the school but have begun to fully utilise it for
home learning since Lockdown. Supported with a video provided by the senior teacher, staff have
quickly increased their skills discovering everything PurpleMash has to offer to engage children.
Children receive a notification that a task is available. Once they have completed the task they
can submit it alongside a little message for their teacher. Teachers can then view the completed
task, mark, provide feedback and answer any messages. Should a piece of work not be to the
expected standard the teacher can send a redo link for the children to try again. Children have
enjoyed discovering creative ways to present their work. At the same time, it has provided a
valuable opportunity to check on prior learning. For example, quizzes can be set to see how much
the child has remembered from a previous topic prior to moving on with new learning
Expectations: Activities for English, Maths and one other area of the curriculum are set each day
with ideas for exercise breaks. School expectations and values are embedded through the
learning with a particular emphasis on well-being. Teachers are available between 9 and 3 with an
hour of their working day dedicated to exercise to ensure well-being. Emails are monitored and
parents know they will be responded to within 48 hours (and actually always more quickly).
Use: 70% engage in online learning and
well-fare contacts are made with other families.

Tips:
• Include well-being and online safety activities
within learning experiences
• Provide an opportunity for parents to support
each other and celebrate successes

‘Teachers have been doing a brilliant job considering the
situation. The tasks set are varied and easy to get to grips
with for the parents which then reduces the stress of the
situation for both parent and child.’ (Yr 3 parent)
‘I have been really impressed with the work set for each
day. It helps to keep structure and to keep X engaged.
You are all doing a brilliant job thank you!!’ (Yr 4 parent)
‘I love the phonics videos. X has enjoyed doing them.’
(Yr 1 parent)

For support or more details, contact elimadmin@somerset.gov.uk

